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GAS-TO-PARTICLE HEAT TRANSFER IN VERTICAL PNEUMATIC CONVEYING 
OF GRANULAR MATERIALS IN THE REGION OF UNSTEADY-STATE PARTICLES MOTION

Sueeary. The results of investigations into interphase heat trans
fer in vertical pneuaetic conveying in the region of steady-state 
and unsteady-state particles aotion have enabled to work out a cor
relation describing the gas to-particla heat transfer, given by the 
relationship

%  * A * / C ' 5911 ' Rap
where

A - 0,00114 - 0,0094 . Vl - 1/X 
C - 0,8159 - 0.3159 . Vl - 1/X 
X - (Ug - u8)/Uu

valid for: 180 <  Rep <  2440 j 0,00025 <  <  0,05» 1 i  X i  2,
The relationship obtained reduces, for x » 1, to that obtained 
previously, holding in the region of steady-state aotion of partic
les.

1. Introduction

Heat transfer between gas and solid particles, coabined with siaulta- 
neous transport of these particles occurs very often in technological pro
cesses. One can aention here, e.g. installations for the regeneration of 
catalyst in the process of catalytic cracking, equlpaent eaployed in cer
tain cheaical coal processing technologies, driers and, finally, high- 
teaperatura heat exchangers. The granular aaterials participating in heat 
transfer are often theraally unstable or their physico-cheaical properties 
vary unfavourably during heating. In such cases a correct design of pneu- 
aatic conveying with accoapanylng heat transfer is of particular lapor-
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tance. The studies of Interphase heat transfer In pneumatic conveying car
ried out up to now, are few and do not include the practically important 
range of higher concentrations of solid phase per unit of duct volume, 
viz. Ĵ v > 0,00035 and higher values of particle Reynolds number,
viz.

(u - U ) , d
2000 > Re « — 2--- =------^ > 200P <v

Investigations of interphase heat transfer between gas and aolid partic
les can be distinctly divided into two topics: heat transfer to stationa
ry particles and heat transfer to particles suspended in the flowing gas 
stream.

There is a diaagreement as to the possibility of applying the results 
obtained in the studies of heat transfer from gas to stationary particles 
to the case of suspensions of the type occuring in pneumatic conveying. 
Differences of opinion in this matter result from essential differencea in 
the views taken by the authors concerning the interaction between gas and 
stationary particles on the one side and between gas and particles sus
pended in the flowing gas stream on the other side. A synopsis of corre
lations describing heat transfer to stationary particles in the gas stream 
is represented in Fig. 1. The individual relationships are in comparati
vely good agreement in the range of Reynolds numbers 100 < Rep <  10000. 
Zenz and Othmer [is] recommend the use of the relationship of Kramers [6] 
derived from test3 over a wide range of Reynolds and Prandtl numbers. On 
the other hand, Kunii and Levenspiel [l6] suggest the correlation of Fros 
sling [l] , expressing the opinion that it may also be applied to systems 
with suspended particles. Observation of local values of neat transfer 
coefficient over a sphere's surface [9, 17] indicates that there are es
sential differences in the mechanisms of heat transfer in the front zone, 
in the boundary layer separation zone and in the rear zone.The increasing 
contribution of the turbulent boundary layer on the surface of the sphere 
(in the region of boundary layer separation) enables one to seek the so
lution for heat transfer coefficient in an equation of tha form

Nu » Aj.Re“ '5 ♦ Bj.Re®'8 (l)

in which the individual terms correspond to the contribution of laminar 
and turbulent boundary layer respectively [8].

In Fig. 2 relationships are presented describing heat transfer from 
air to the particles moving in the gas stream. For the sake of comparison, 
Kramer's correlation [6] which pertains to heat transfer from air to a 
stationary sphere has also boen included. A pronounced difference can be
observed in the course of lines for both type of systems. According to

»
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Fig. 2. Comparison of relationships Nup * f(R6p) for gas-particle heat 
transfer in gas-solid suspension

Chukhanov [28] and Gorbia [is] the rotation of particles in the gas stream 
accounts for the destruction of the relatively stable laminar boundary 
layer, this process taking place on an area larger that in the case of 
stationary particles. The predominating contribution of the turbulent boun
dary layer on the surface of the particle makes it possible to represent 
the heat transfer to suspended particles by means of an aquation of the 
form

Nu - A0.Re°'82 (2)

The lines represented in Fig. 2 are characterized by Reynolds number ex
ponents close to 0,8, the discrepancies, however, between the values ob
tained from individual relationships, are considerable.The relations pre
sented in Fig. 2 have been obtained for suspensions with volumetric con
centration of the solid phase <  0,00035.

The heat transfer data for gaseous suspensions of higher solid-phase 
concentration are limited; they comprise the very narrow range of concen
trations (¡bv  <  0,0025) and Reynolds numbers (Rep <  330). The correspond
ing relationships are given in Fig. 3. One can observe essential diffe
rences in the values of constant and exponent. Moreover, these results 
are based on the investigation of both upward pneumatic conveying of gra
nular materials [l9, 2 o ]  and the downward one [l8, 2l] as well of a bed 
of particles falling countercurrently to the gas stream [l9].
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Fig. 3. Comparison of relationships allowing for the effect of concentra
tion of solid particles in gas-solid suspension on interphase heat trans

fer

The gaseous suspensions practically encountered in pneumatic conveying 
are characterized by much higher volumetric solid-phase concentrations, 
[iv  <  0,05, and the particle size corresponds to the transition range of 
flow (200 <  Rep <  2000).

For the pneumatic conveying corresponding to this region there is a 
lack of any information concerning gas-to-particle heat transfer.

Besides, the motion of particles in the gas stream is of an unsteady - 
state character with a large initial acceleration. The character of this 
aotion affects, undoubtedly, the heat transfer process. This fact, howe
ver, has not been raised in the literature concerning the subject.

2. Experimental

The experimental system employs a closed circulation of granular mate
rial and open circulation of air. The apparatus is represented schemati
cally in Fig. 4.

In this system the air, transported by fan 9 passes through the con
trol valve 12, orifice meter 10 and electric heater 11 to the first sec
tion of the test tube 1, in which it heats the granular material fed to 
the bottom of the tube. The granular material is delivered to the feeder 
7 from the cooler 5 through the control gate valve 13 and solids feed tank 
6. After being heated, the granular material is separated from the air
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stream in the settling chamber 2 and cyclone 3 and next delivered to the 
fluidized-bed cooler 5. The material is directly cooled by contact with 
the cold air fluidizing the bed, as well as with the immersed water coo
led heat exchange tube.

Fig. 4. Schema of experimental plant

_2The principal element of the apparatus is the vertical test tube 6x10 
[m] i.d., equipped with electrical compensatory heating 8nd with tempera
ture and pressure probes fixed at levels 0,1, 0,25, 0,5, 1,0, 1,5, 2,5
and 3,8 Qm], above the feed point of the granular material.

The air temperature along the height of the test tube has been measu
red by means of aspiratory thermoelements. The rate of air flow around 
the Cu-constantan Junction was equal to 2,5xl0-4 [m3/sec], ensuring this 
way a negligibly small error in the temperature measurement with the probe 
of small thermal inertia.
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The temperature of the granular material before the feeder in the set
ting chamber has been measured calorimetrically.

The rate of flow of the material has been measured periodically after 
directing the material stream to the graduated cylinder 4, instead to the 
cooler 5.

Measurements were made after the system attained thermal equilibrium 
and the indication of thermocouples had been maintained at a constant le
vel for at least 15 min and when temperature gradients across the thermal 
insulation of the test tube (between its outer wall and electrically hea
ted screen made of sheet zinc) had been eliminated.

The granular material used in the experiments comprised ceramic sphe
res of 0,7, 1,33, 1,56, 1,83, 2,09 and 2,56 [mm] die. and of density 2469 
[kg/m3]. The mean specific heat of this ceramic material and its thermal 
conductivity were 0,8 [k3/ kg.K] and 2,1 [w/ m.k] respectively.

3. Analysis of results

Before proceeding with the experimental study of gas-to-particle heat 
transfer it was necessary to select an adequate model of the particle mo
tion in the gas stream. This follows from the fact that the known methods 
of the measurement of granular material concentration (which quantity is 
needed for the calculation of heat transfer surface area) are unsuitable 
in simultaneous heat transfer experiments because they disturb the ther
mal equilibrium of the experimental apparatus to too large an extent.

Detailed analysis of the various models of motion of particle in a gas 
stream proposed by Gorbis [l8], Khudyakov [27], Yang [28] and by Capes 
and Nakamura [29], as well as of the equation of motion of a single par
ticle suspended in a gas stream, has shown [30] that-after some transfor
mations - the individual equations can be reduced to a common relations
hip

due Ps -  Pq 
h? P T 1 ‘ 9 * UuU8) * A2 " B2 |̂ (3)

in which the exponent E and quantities and B^ assume various values or 
forms, depending on the assumptions made by the authors in deriving the 
individual models. The Capes-Nakamura annular model of pneumatic conveying 
30 gave a positive result in the verification of models.
This model has therefore been applied to the calculation of interfa- 

ciel area and of particle Reynolds numbers in the heat transfer studies. 
The gas-to-particle heat transfer coefficient was then determined by mak
ing use of measured air temperature distributions obtained as described 
below, and of the known terminal temperature of the granular material.
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Because of the ties spread of the tenperature readings at the indivi
dual levels of the test tube, it has proved to be of advantage in the in
terpretation of thermal measurements to use air temperature values cal
culated from temperature distributions fitted to the experimental values. 
Best results were obtained, using the fitting function

t - t (H) SO g
t W )  - t go me

(4)

where t and tg(H ) refer to the inlet air temperature, (for H » 0)
and the air temperature at the height H respectively, t is the mean
stream temperature (for H —  ~ )  calculated as

* 80 + G S P9

go

co + G3 g pg

go

go
/(4a)

where t denotes the inlet temperature of solid particles.
The values of the constant Aj and of the exponent Bj were determined 

by the least-squares method.
Determination of the heat transfer coefficient wae based on heat ba

lances over successive 0,1 a sections of the test tube starting from the 
tube exit.
For such a section of the test tube, the following equation of heat ba
lance may be written, assuming no heat losses:

-AQ, AQ„ (5)

where

( c ,
pg

gi
*gr “ Cpg

'g2
tg2)

A Q- ° 8  • ( C S

81
si

“s2
ts2) C 8 (tSl *82^

Hence

AQ,
% 2  ■ *sl (6)

The overall heat transfer coefficient can be determined from the rela
tion
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A Q n
k “ A A  . At ^7)ID

In the case of these investigations the resistance to heat conduction in
side the particle could be neglected, so that the overal heat transfer 
coefficient deterained according to (7) was nearly exactly equal to the 
gas-to-particle heat transfer coefficient e x . The mean temperature dif
ference between the gas phase and the solid one has been calculated as
logarithmic mean

(t , - t ) - (t _ - t )
At . — ai 1 1 ... 9 2 ----12_ (8)

In gl 81'ft - t } vtg2 s2

The heat transfer surface area, in the tube element of the height AH, has 
been determined from

6 * Pv.loc ... 6 ' ^V.loc ... ,„NA A * ---- ------  . AV ■ ---- g-1-*---  . . A H  (9)
P P

where ^Qc is given by eqn

P v , l0 C  "  Ps • *  • ° 2 • us 

6 , G
A A  » ---- a— 5-— - . AH (10)

Ps * %  * s

Each value of the local velocity, ug has been calculated at the mean
gas temperature from the Capes-Nakamura annular model mentioned above.

The tabulated experimental results for all fractions of the granular 
material [31, 32] indicate the necessity of taking into account the ef
fect of the character of motion of solid particles upon heat transfer co
efficient x  . In this connection one has decided to introduce and addi
tional parameter X, defined as

U - u
x -  - 2-fj— £ ( 1 1 )

u

This parameter appears also in the realtionship (3).
The analysis of the differential equation of heat transfer in the

stream of a gaseous suspension of granular material, carried out by Gor-
bis [18], enables one to seek the solution for interphaee heat transfer
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coefficient for a definite range of X, in a relationship of the form

NUp - ? ( R e p . Pr, Ji , p8/pg , D/Dp, B . ) (12)

Taking into account that

^V.loc “ I1 • pg . Ug ^13^

and disregarding the effect of the group D/dp [is] as well as the resi
stance to the heat conduction inside the particle, one can reduce the re
lationship (12) for a given system (Pr » const) to the form

NUP * P'<RV  i5V,loc) (14)

In further consideration a power form of the function was assumed

%  * A4 * l*v!loc • R8p (15)

and the values of the constant A4 and of the power exponents B4 and C
were determined by the method of least squares.
The corresponding correlations are fo the form:

a) for X ■ 1 (steady - state- motion of particles. In this case u SS U

and i V l o c  s P v 1

Nup - 0,00114 . ¡%‘°'5984 . Re°*8159 (1 6)

0,00025 <  fry <  0,05 and 180 Rep c  1860
Mean error: 14,9%

b) for 1 <  X si 1,5

NUp - 0,0054 . ( I ) ~ ° £ l 8 2  . Re°'6324 (l?)

0,00025 <  /4V lQC <  0,009 and 240 <t Rep <  2360
Mean error: 14,8%

c) for 1,5 <  X «  2

Nup « 0,0075 . [’> v ° ^ 66 • R8p'5764 (18)

0,00028 <  (̂ y lQc <  0,013 and « 4 0  <  Rep <  2440
Mean error: 16,3%,
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As may be seen, the values of constants in Eqs (17) and (18) as well as 
exponents at Rep tend, as X diminishes from 2 to 1, towards values obtai
ned for X « 1 (cf. Eq (l6)).

The values of the constant and of the exponent may be connected with
the character of motion of particles along the height of the tube, since-
practically - the only variable in all the cases considered is the para
meter X. The exponent at the volumetric concentration of the material re
mains practically constant. Making use of Figj 2, which indicates that the 
exponent at Rep assumes the lowest value of 0,5 (which is valid, appro
ximately, also for own investigations for X — 2) and is equal to ca 0,8 
for X = 1, one obtains the following relationships:

a) for the exponent

C = 0,8159 - 0,3159 . Vl-l/x' (19)

b) for the constant

A4 = 0,00114 + 0,0094 , Vl-l/x' (20)

The values of C and A^, as functions of X, are presented in Fig. 5 and 6,
correspondingly.

0,009

0,008 

0,007 

0/306 

0 0 0 5  

0,004

0.003  

QQ02

0001 

0 ,000

B CFig. 5. Value of constant A, in equation Nu - A . ft . Re in depen
dence on X p p

. The proposed forms of the functions C ■ F ( x )  and A4 * f ( x )  have been 
chosen from among a few tested ones, as characterized by the smallest 
error.
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Fig. 6. Value of exponent C in equation Nu - A f t 8 . ReC in dependence
on X p « i v  p

One «ay also assume, in view of an unsignificant difference between the 
values of exponents at [5V in individual ranges of X, the mean value of 
this exponent, equal to -0,5911.

Fig. 7. Course of correlation (21) ia coordinates log(Nup/^®) - log Re
for X » 1; 1,25; 1,75
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So, the general form of the relationship for gas-to-particle heat trans
fer coefficient is as follows:

%  ■ A4 * /*V0’5911 • Rep (2D

where A 4 is given by Eq (20), C - by Eq (19) and X - by Eq (ll). This
relationship is walid in the range 1 =£ X =£ 2; 0,00025 <  <  0,05; and
180 <  Rep <  2440. The obtained correlation is represented in Fig. 7.

Notation

A - area
Aj, - eqn (l)
A2 , b2 * E - eqn (3)
Aj, - eqn (4)
A,, B4 . C - eqn (15)

0(11 nBi - Biot number, -r-t-■A s
c - specific heat
d - particle diameter
0 - test tube diameter
g - acceleration due to gravity
G - rate of flow
H - tube height
k - overall heat transfer coefficient

ocd
Nu - Nusselt number £

90 - heat transferred
Rep - particle Reynolds number
t - temperature
atB - logarithmic mean temperature difference
U - velocity
Uu - terminal particle velocity
u - local velocity
V - test tube volume
x - random variable, eqn (7)

Greek symbols
X  - gas-to-particle heat transfer coefficient
|$v - volumetric concentration of granular material in the tube
A - difference operator
% - thermal conductivity

- Gg/Gg, solid-gas ratio
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p - density
% - time
^  - shape factor

Subscripts

g - gas
loc - local
s - solid
1,2 - inlet and outlet conditions (in heat balance)
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WSPÓŁCZYNNIK WNIKANIA CIEPŁA OD GAZU 00 CIAŁA STAŁEGO 
W PIONOWYM TRANSPORCIE PNEUMATYCZNYM 
W OBSZARZE NIEUSTALONEGO RUCHU CZĄSTEK

S t r e s z c z e n i e

Wyniki badań wymiany ciepła w pionowym transporcie pneumatycznym w ob
szarze ustalonego i nieustalonego ruchu częstek pozwoliły na opracowanie 
korelacji opisującej wnikanie ciepła od gazu do częstek ciała stałego da
nej zależności?

~  Kill a A-O,5911 p.CNUP ■ A • K  • Rv

gdzie:

A - 0,001ł4 + 0,0094 V l  - jf,

C » 0,8159 - 0,3159 Vl - |,

słusznej dla 180 <  Rep <  2440; 2,5 . 10-4 <  <  0,05; 1 <  X <  2.
Uzyskana zależność sprowadza się, dla X « 1, do otrzymanej uprzednio 

zależności obowięzujęcej w obszarze ustalonego ruchu czystek.
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K0344HUHEHT TEIUI001&A4łI O I TA3A K IBËP^OM y T E Jff 

B BEPTHKAJIBHOM IIHEBMOTPAHCIIOPTE 

B OEJIACTH HEYCTAHOBKBUlETOCtf. ABH2ffiHłW 4 ACTffli,

P e s  x> u  e

PeayabTaxu HCCAeAOBaBHa nejc$a3Horo xenaooÖiieBa b BepiHKaAbBOM nHeBxc- 
xpaHcnopxa B oÖJiaoTH ycTaHOBHBmerocH a HeycxaaoBHBmeroca ABHxeaa* aacxwi 
no3BojiHJiH pa3paöoxaxb Koppejuma», onaoHBaionyr leanooTAaay ox ra3a k iBëpjja 
aaoiHuau, oorjiaoao ypasaeaaia

Nup “ A ^ ° ' 5911 • R e p

A -  0 ,0 0 1 1 4  ♦ 0 ,0 0 9 4  Vl - |
C -  0 ,6 1 5 9  -  0 ,3 1 5 9  V l -  j '

0iipaBeA*HB0ny aaä 180 <  Rep <  2440» 2 , 5  . 1 0 - 4  <  <  5 . 1 0 - 2 , 1 <  X < 2 .

DoAyaeaaaa aoppejumaa cboabios, aaa. X » 1, k npexae no*yaeHBo8 3aB B O aaoc- 

xa, cnpaBeAAHBoä b oÖaaoxH yoiaacBaBnerooh abbbôhkb aacxBU,


